
Mobile Automatic Recharge 
System (MARS)

Third Party Mobile recharge 
API Remarks

Recharge done directly through 
LAPU / EC SIMs provided and 
authorised by operators

Third party API Most APIs do not have 
direct comparetext to 
operators.

Recharge Success Ratio is 100% Ratio is less than 50 %,

Failure ratio is more because 
of unstable software and the 
presence of are many 
Intermediaries before you 
reach the operator

TopUp/Special recharge possible No accuracy Special recharges and newly 
launched schemes not 
available

No Profit Sharing with MARS Your Business Profit will be 
shared with API provider  

Profit Margin is More. It is 
possible to pass on higher 
commission to retailers

Very less. Not Suitable for 
distribution. You will not be able 
to sell your service in the market

Commission structure is 
very low especially for all 
Important operators

Instant Recharge status available Not available Recharge process is not 
transparent to you in APIs.

No Security Deposit required you have to pay a non-returnable 
security deposit  

Pull back / Recharge reverse 
possible Pull back not possible  

Mars provides network 
transaction id given by operator

API does not provide transaction 
ID of operator  

Disputed recharges can be solved 
immediately

Not immediately, in most cases 
not possible.

In most cases buck will be 
passed to somebody else. As 
you don't have operator 
given transaction ID you 
cannot verify with operator's 
call centre

You Own MARS and you are 
independent

You don't own any asset and you 
are not independent

You are fully dependent on 
the API vendor for your 
business. If the API 
company closes down 
(Which has happened in 
many cases) you will lose 
your money and investment

100 % reliable and Secure Not a reliable solution for Mobile 
recharge Retailing market  



Internet is not Compulsory for 
recharge in MARS

Internet is compulsory, no 
business without net connection.  

Recharge time is 4-8 seconds Depends on API and bandwidth  


